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Dear Parents,  

                Chairman’s Message 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
      

 

            
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Education is the basis of all progress. It is for this 

very reason that we forayed into education, about 8 

year over a years and a half of experience has 

taught is that progress is possible only if men and 

women are equally well educated. The entire 

purpose of education is not to restrict itself to 

imparting bookish knowledge only but inculcate 

humanitarian values like wisdom, comparison, 

courage, humility, integrity and reliability in a 

students. We just like you, believe in holistic 

education for your child, encompassing – 

academics, co-curricular activities, sports, 

education and life skills learning. Our endeavour is 

to strike a balance between state of art, 

infrastructure and an internationally acceptable 

education. 

    At Sri Vidyalakshmi group of Institution we 

impart education that is based on conscience and 

we rear a breed of young minds that are bustling 

with self confidence, motivation and ever ready to 

take up challenges. The campus, sports and 

academic facilities all bear testimony to this effort. 

In order to promote an internationally acceptable 

education, our key focus has been on faculty 

development providing continuous teacher training 

in order to deliver real value education and 

excellence in academics are trained not only to 

teach well but are also expected to inspire 

confidence and trusted in their students and 

become role models. Further, the school inculcates 

in the students a respect for tradition and ensure 

discipline and good manners. Sri Vidyalakshmi 

International Public School / College encourages 

students to learn about themselves and their 

constantly changing environment, while at the 

same time offering support and guidance as they 

practice decision making and social skills. 

With warm regards  

                

              H.R.JAYARAMAIH 
Chairman                                                                                                                

Sri Vidyalakshmi Group of Institutions 

 

Marching Ahead 

Our Vision and Mission 
 

Sri Vidyalakshmi seeks to create a challenging yet 

conductive learning environment that inspires excellence 

and encourages high performance through engagement 

of varied instruction that allows for individual difference 

and learning styles.  

      We promote a safe, caring and supportive 

environment where every person can learn the respect 

from one another. We have also designed the use of 

innovative techniques to enhance life-long learning 

through technology, multiple intelligence, varied 

instructional strategies and interdisciplinary connects. 

We also promote sportsmanship and school / college 

spirit and we share our deliverse cultural background to 

nurture growth and responsibility while at the same time 

celebrating our diversity within a positive school 

atmosphere. 

 Philosophy : Unchanging values in changing times. 

Bring out the students not only intellectually well 

equipped but also enable them to become socially 

committed citizen. 

In fact the school epitomizes these four core values that 

were synonyms with our chairman. 

Courage : Courage was a core values that always led to 

accept the most challenging assignments in life, be it 

personal or professional in nature. He always believed in 

facing challenges head on and overpowering them by his 

courageous mind and strong willed character.  

Compassion : The ability to reach out to serve and help 

people in need was driven by the compassion in his heart 

and the purity of mind. 

Equality : Another great values that became an integral 

part of personality was his ability to treat everyone 

equally. 

Integrity : Integrity was his uncompromising attitude to 

his belief system, his complete and inflexible 

commitment to what he believed as righteous to his 

commitment to accept challenges. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

A message from the principal : Hello, welcome to SRI VIDYALAKSHMI GROUP OF 

INSTITUTION, It is an amalgamation of competent teacher, state of the art, infrastructure and an 

experienced and efficient administration. The school came into existence with the vision of 

creating a safe and supportive environment for its students to provide a perfect balance of 

academics, sports, artistic and social opportunities. Childhood youth and learning should be a joy 

and we strive for that. The school / college genuine concern ensures students emotional growth 

along with intellectual excellence. This empowers them to develop their self-esteem, self 

awareness and self confidence, sharing ideas, analyzing situations and expressing them 

confidently are essential skills which are honed here through experiential learning.  

     While studying at the school, the students will be groomed to become confident articulate and 

enlightened young citizen ready to step into global society with dignity, honour and integrity. We 

believe in giving our students strong values along with a set of wings which may carry them for 

and wide. In other words our students are equipped to face the challenges of the rapidly changing 

world. We rear students who are creatively curious and strive to experiment and innovate new 

things on both academics and non-academic fronts, our pedagogy is child-centric with emphasis 

on enquiry and project-based learning. We treasure dynamism and deem that one should be well 

prepared to adapt to the global scenario and work on his learning accordingly. This is perhaps why 

we have introduced a globally advanced curriculum. Beside rigorous scholastic programmer, we 

seek to develop and nurture the different facts of a child from academic developing both, the 

mental and the physical abilities of a student where in child is able to explore his true potential. 

Beside the usual procedural teaching, we persistently upgrade and update our teaching tools and 

techniques from interactive teaching methods to a healthy teacher student relationship, we work 

around making studies as effortless as possible. Today’s India is an empowered, enlightened and 

enterprising nation, we wish to make it even more powerful with conscientious smart and 

confident citizen who would make us proud of their multifacted growth. 

A message from the Administrator :  

 I would like to thank the almighty for the past and placing ourselves under her protection and 

guidance for the future. We have completed eight years of striving, dedication, hard work and 

sincerity in our endeavour for providing equality education looking back on the past years one has 

to acknowledge that Sri Vidyalakshmi International Public School / College has done an excellent 

and outstanding service for the cause of education in the most congenial and healthy environment.  

      The concept of education has changed in a big and seemingly unmanageable way in the recent 

time, adherence to the rejection of certain practices have thrown up  new challenges. Today, 

education has opened new vistas, improvement of ‘self’ remains not only a non changing factor 

but has assumed greater significance. School / College and teachers have a important role to play 

in the life of a student. He / she has to accomplish something more than imparting knowledge. 

SRI VIDYALAKSHMI GROUP OF INSTITUTION  is most prestigious CBSE school in the terai 

belt which has registered CBSE cluster and produced excellent result in board and competitive 

examinations. SRI VIDYALAKSHMI GROUP OF INSTITUTION provides specialized and 

qualified professional counselors for career and personality development of the students. Often 

quality workshops are organized to motivate teachers and students for better tomorrow. In our 

curriculum technology aids, powerpoint presentation, smart class room with interactive board and 

audio visual room are part and parcel in our teaching. I feel glad to say that SRI 

VIDYALAKSHMI GROUP OF INSTITUTION is best equipped with all technological aids 

which our student acquire and imbibe for their bright future. Besides a wonderful infrastructure  

the student of SVIPS live in an era that has been greatly enriched by a dedicated teaching faculty 

the school prides itself of a teaching staff that is totally devoted to the cause of child development 

backed with rich experience. 

    SRI VIDYALAKSHMI GROUP OF INSTITUTION strives at developing future leaders who 

can lead lives in any dimension and therefore aims to factor its children in an environment where 

each child can realize his innate potential. Our motto is to strive for excellence and is the guiding 

light for the grand vision that we have for our children. 

 



 

 

 

Values to children 

*Moral education means an ethical education to follow the good and right principles of life. It  

  consists of some basic principle like. 

* Adjusting and compromising. Helping mentality, Respecting Religion, Justice, Honesty. Never 

hurt anyone. Cultivate love for education, kindness and empathy, hard work and preservance, love 

for self, family and other, courage, gratitude, curiosity 

* This is the present scenario and it has to undergo a change as the country’s future depends on its 

children.  

 
 

Tips for the Parents 

*Help your child to manage homework. 

* Show interest in your child’s studies. 

* Discuss ideas and feeling about school studies and activities. 

* Read and review with your child the information about school and district provide. 

* Contact counselor, coordinators and teachers periodically. 

* Be sure that he or she attends school on a regular basis. 

* Encourage to pursue interest and make friends through extracurricular activities. 

* Know your child’s friends. Be aware of bad companions. 

* Make it clear that he / she must follow school rules and policies. 

* Encourage him to get to know his counselor. 

* Attend parents meeting compulsory. It is very important for your child’s progress. 

* Volunteers at school        

* Consistently acknowledge and reward efforts at school. 

* Focus towards basic disciplinary manners. 

* Create an atmosphere for spiritual devotional and ethical moral values . 

* Motivate towards smooth and soft cornered. 

* have regular follow up.  

 

Study Tips to Students 

* Focus on mastery                                                       * Find the value for you 

* Take charge of your learning                                    * Build your competence and gain confidence 

* Think critically about what you’re learning              * Frame it your way 

* Use grades to keep on track with learning                 * Rehearse and remember 

* Pull your scattered ideas together                              * Follow the clues to recover lost memories 

* Work out the learning goals                                       * Check your work check that you understand 

* Be the tortoise                                                            * Find your space 

* Keep going                                                                 * Work with a friend 

* Stuck ? Need help ? Reach out                                   * Ask questions seek answer 

* Keep your nerves in check                                         * Harness your wandering mind 

* Tangs with confusion                                                 * We care, we share for the future we prepare 

* Reach out ! Reach high ! Reach beyond !          * stick on to time bound 

 

Quality Based New Education policy : 
New trends in education are adopting the policy of transformation from teacher centered 
to Child centered to child inspired education’. 
We in our Institutions believe that a sense of purpose fuelled by velocity of approach will 
result in accelerated space of learning in schools as centered of Excellence. Education 
today is not ‘Time-based’, it is ‘Outcome –based’.  We in our Institution provide scope 
for research and developmental schemes by introducing 21st century Life skills. 
 
 
 



 

 
 
* Analytical Skills    * Ability to apply Concepts 

* Solve application based problems * Comprehend and analysis written text and  Effective  

                                                                   - communication 

 

      These skills ensure success in high order thinking skills (HOTS) 

Our unique feature is effective use of technology, implementation of e-learning involving new 

methods and techniques to enhance and transform teaching and learning process. Internet facility 

and a vast array of digital resources and content is used for this purpose.  With your kind 

patronage and continued support, we are marching ahead by providing excellent infrastructure, e-

learning by introducing Smart classes and extending equal importance to sports, yoga etc., and 

providing learning opportunities in the co-scholastic domains. 
 

        New dimensions of the 21st Century including life skill education, Communicative approach 

in English language, participation in sports and games emphasizing the development of the 

complete person and promote excellence at all the levels of education is implemented.  We 

reaffirm our commitment to do the best  for your ward.  We acknowledge regular feedback from 

the parents and are open for suggestions and improvement.  We are premier quality and standards. 
 

 In pursuit of excellence in the aspects we pledge to commit. 

 Prompt and accurate monitoring of parents queries. 

 Continual academic improvement for the well being of students 

 Activity approach of Learning for an all round development of pupil’s 

 Implementation of e-learning and providing state- of -art facility. 

 Providing best infrastructure of modern laboratories, well equipped library, swimming pool, 

sport complex and karate, Martial arts. 

 Organizing counseling sessions. 

 Special coaching by subject experts specially for students appearing for Board Examinations. 
 

Sri Vidyalakshmi  Kidzee : Learning Through Fun 
 

Unlocking the star potentials of the child Story-telling & role playing technique Education 

through  fun filled Activities Multifaceted personality. 
 

    Sri Vidyalakshmi  Kids’ is incubated in Sri Vidyalakshmi International Public School and 

subtly prepare the child to enjoy the childhood while inculcating the right educational ethical 

values. It is done so masterly that Sri Vidyalakshmi  Kids campuses are fun-places where a child 

would love to go instead of running away from them.  They offer a relaxed environment , just 

right for stress free learning.  Here education and  fun to hand in hand using the latest teaching 

methods to develop the real life skills like cognitive skills,; linguistic aptitude, social skills, 

sensory perceptions etc.  The best part come in the methodology part where these complex skills 

are developed in a student participative way though interesting activities like kinder music or 

songs, story-telling,; role playing circle time and other time proved techniques.  The toddlers are 

also encouraged to unlock their artistic person as they celebrated different festivals, participate in 

different type of extra- curricular activities like arts and craft etc.  In order to take care  of their 

comfort, the school has state of the art infrastructure.  Grooming in their formative years makes 

every child come out as a healthy and wholesome individual with multifaceted personality. 

                                                                               

                                                                       “Sri Vidyalakshmi  Kids, The light of your life” 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 

 

 Course offered                                                    Campus Facilities 
 

Science     : PCMB/PCMCs.                  Well lit & spacious class rooms.                State-of- art Laboratories 

Commerce:  CEBA/SEBA                     Library with huge collection of Text books    CCTV surveillance 

Language  : English/ Kannada/ Hindi    reference books and CD’s.                           Yoga & Meditation Centre 

                                                               Sports facilities for indoor & outdoor games   In-house auditorium 

                                                              Audio-visual room                                 Swimming Pool 

 

Unique Features of Sri Vidyalakshmi: 
 

       Scholarship for deserving meritorious students Highly experienced and competent teaching 

staff.Well planned methodology Organized, simultaneous coaching for both theory and practical 

subjects.Periodic test/exams with continuous evaluation. Need based tutoring  and Stress – free 

learningThoroughly reached study material for NEET/JEE. One to one parent – student teachers 

meet.Result oriented training programmes &  Individual counseling. Monitoring of attendance on 

a day to day basis. Personality development programmes & Extracurricular activities (cultural & 

sports)A healthy, safe and secure environment & Orientation programmes by efficient resource 

person & Affordable fees. 
 

Catching them Young to Make Winners 

 

Breaking away from traditional learning                      Balance of academics and personality traits  

Transformation to a winning leader                              Balance of personal and professional qualities 
 

Distinction Medalist of National Level SOF Exams  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gold Medalist of National Level SOF Exams 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         Sri Vidyalakshmi PU College 

 BHOOMIKA.R           CHANDAN.B.        CHANDANA.G        DHANUSH                KSHITI.U.     LIKITH GOWDA 

       I STD         GOWDA - I STD               I STD                      I STD                 SHETTY-I STD          I STD 

     NAVYA.N              SAMARTH.N.        SHREYAS.H.R         SHRIYADITHA.          TARUN              HARSHITH 

       I STD         JADAV - I STD               I STD                      M.P - I STD         GOWDA.R-I STD    B.C -  I STD 

 

 HEMKRISH.C          MANISHA              PRAHAS.V        CHRAG.R      IMPANA.A   KISHAN 

        I STD              I STD                        I STD                   II STD                         II STD                       II STD 

 

 



 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Silver Medalist of National Level SOF Exams 

 

 

 

 

 

        KUSHI.M                   LEEKSHA          NIRANTH KUMAR   PARINITH            PURVIK.U       SAMANVITHA. 

          II STD                    II STD                  SHETTY - II STD   GOWDA-II STD       II STD              D.S    -  II STD 

 

 

 

     SHASHWATH.R              TEJASHREE.S                 VINUTHA.N                    YASHIKA.U              HARSHITH        

          II STD                          II STD                                II STD                               II STD           APPANNA - III STD 

 

 

 

 

       HARSHITH.S                 HARSHITHA.V           THANUJA.G.N                KISHAN.B.G          MANUDOMNAL.P 

           III STD     III STD   III STD   IV STD   IV  STD 

         SUCHITHA.L           CHAITHRA.R              GOKUL.P                  HARSHITHA.N         MANOJNA  

             IV STD                         V STD                     V STD                            VI STD              DEEPU-VI STD 

-  

        BLESSY                  THANMAYEE.N         DEEKSHITHA.M          MILANA.H.S            PAAVANA.S 

ASSUNTHA.V-VII STD        VII STD                          IX STD                      IX STD                       X STD 

    MANISHA       SHREYAS.H.R    ANKITHA.G        DHRUTHI.K           IMPANA.A   JANISHA.G      KANISHK 

       I STD                 I STD                     II STD                  II STD                    II STD           II STD         RAO.M-II STD 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bronze Medalist of National Level SOF Exams 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We are glad to announce the Gold, Silver and Bronze medal winners of National level  
Exam and very proud few students were also selected for the second level. We are very  
proud to see their progress a head. 
 

 

 

 

 

KEERTHANA   MITHUN DOMNAL RUTHVIKA.N    HARSHA.M.S   MANASVI.S   RAKSHITHA   KISHAN.B.G 

REDDY- III STD      P – III STD               III STD               III STD              III STD              III STD            IV STD 

     LIKITH.M                NAKUL.C.R       NAMRATHA        AAYAN NAL    PRAJWAL CHALU   HARSHA           ADVIKA 

        IV STD                    IV STD        GOWDA.R-IV STD  -SARIA V STD   - VARAJ- V STD          V STD     CHAITRA IX STD        

THANISHKA.L     VIJAY ADITHYA       DHEERAJ GOWDA.  KANISHKA RAO    NEERAJ.M.GOWDA          SNEHA.M 

       I STD                              I STD            H.K  - II STD                   .M- II STD                       II STD                            II STD 

       VARSHA             VARSHITHA.K.C    ABHAY.R.SHET          MANASVI.S      MEGHANA.M.GOWDA       MEGHANA.N 

         II STD                        II STD                        II STD                        III STD                       III STD                           III STD  

     MILAN BALAJI                         TVESA.K.H                HARSHA VARDHAN      PRAJWAL CHALU            VARNITHA 

          III STD                                      IV STD                     REDDY – V STD                - VARAJ- V STD                   IX STD 



 

 

 

Students are selected for 2nd level and also secured “Merit Certificate” from 

National Level SOF Exams 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Karate :  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Graduation day 
 

  A graduation ceremony is always such a special occasion – the culmination of years of 
hard work, the actualization of goals attainted and the acknowledgement of successes 
achieved. We have some trials and tribulations along the way. 
“Education is the most powerful weapon which can be used to change the world”.  
 
 

       HARSHITH               HARSHITH.S            KISHAN.B.G           SUCHITHA.L             GOKUL.P          MEDINI HEGDE  

APPANNA-III STD              III STD                       IV STD                     IV STD                      V STD                      VIII STD 

    A martial art is a form of fighting and an 

art that has a set way of practice. There are 

many martial arts that come from certain 

countries. They are practiced for many 

reasons: fighting, self-defense, sport, self-

expression, discipline, confidence, fitness, 

relaxing, and meditation.  

    Karate exam was held at Sarojini 

memoral school in Ullal road and was 

organized by Ashoka Martial arts 

academy (R). Students have taken up 

yellow Belt exams and been awarded 

with yellow belts and certificate. Finally 

Individual photo were given to the 

students and group photo session was 

held with our honourable Principal sir . 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Parents are the backbone of the children and the family. They are the source of endless 
selfless love and support throughout the life of a child and also the guiding star for a 
better future. As such, an appreciation wish for the parents goes a long way to make 
them feel good and happier. The appreciation wishes for parents. 
 
 



 

 
 
 

Appreciation Message From “Parents” 
 
1) Pre – Primary wing : 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

enables all children to achieve their potential. The school iproactive in ensuring the  overall 

development of the child and the quality of teaching is excellent. 

   The management and staff are very approachable and own to suggestions. Their focus on 

the Childs well – being rather than only academic performances refreshing. The warm and 

loving bonds that are for good between teachers, students and staff are heart – warming. 

   We pray the school continues to grow and strengthen their core vision that makes them 

unique from other schools. 

 

2) Primary wing : 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The values good manners and discipline that the school emphasis was an added bones. Our 

sincere thanks to the management and staffs and we are very proud to be a part of the 

school.  

 

 

 

  We have glad to the best 

parent of the year 2019-20 

from primary wing Gokul P 

of grade V.  The teachers 

were always genuinely 

committed to express his 

potential to the fullest. They 

were also much opened to 

parental feedback and made 

sincere efforts to implement 

recommendation to the extent 

possible. he school maintains 

strong safety standards and 

impressive level of hygiene. 

School for over 8th years now, 

currently we have two children’s 

studying in grade II and LKG – 

Ruchitha Gowda.HU. My 

younger daughter who is in LKG 

has been nominated for the best 

parent award. We are very proud 

to be a part of this school. We are 

extremely happy with all that 

SVIPS offers our children.    We 

are pleased with the ethos of the 

school which aspires to identify 

the each Childs capability and 

provides an environment that  



 

 

 

3) Secondary wing : 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

foot and developing the children for social responsibilities and human values. 

      Human values of the virtues that guide us to take in to account the human element 

when we interact with the other human beings. Human values are, for example, respect, 

acceptance, consideration, appreciation, listening, openness, affection , empathy and love 

towards other human being. 

     Three years back when I dedicated to shift my daughter and son from the previous 

school I had so much of opposition from friends, relatives, neighbours and even family but 

today more than me all these people are feeling proud of my decision and all the fame and 

success I dedicate it to the team of Sri Vidyalakshmi International Public School.  A heart 

filled wishes to one and all. Awards and ceremonies are all and applause of discipline. 

      Thank you teacher and management team for bringing out the best in all your students. 
 
 
 

Appreciation Message From “Management” 
Parents play a very important role in every child’s life. We seldom get 
opportunities to thank our parents in public. 
Appreciation wishes from Management to parents are sent as a thanks giving for 
the parents that they selected our school for enrolling their ward and educating the  
students in a better way. 
  “Dear Parents, we appreciate your trust you have in us that you have selected our school 
among all for enrolling your child for a better education. We extend our thankful wishes 
to you and promise that we would work harder for a better development of your child.” 

 

“VALUES – Everyone at “SRI VIDYALAKSHMI” commits To” 
* Being kind, honest and healthy.                  * Being punctual and looking smart. 
* Work hard and never giving up.              *  Admitting and learning from mistakes. 

* Confronting issues and being open to change.      *  Working together and sharing.  
 [ 

 Our Children have a second trusted home. “SRI VIDYALAKSHMI” and that’s why we 
feel that we must inform you that “you are appreciated and the work you do and the 
support you give to the learners and  in future they will see their kids progress here. 

 
 

                       

        

                                                    

 

 

 

Date of Result  and Book Issue 
     Date                     Class 
04.04.2020      P/N to Grade III 
11.04.2020    Grade IV to IX 
 

 

Re-opening dates for the Academic Year 2020-21 

    Date         Class 

04.05.2020  Grade VIII to X 

18.05.2020  Grade I to VII 

01.06.2020  LKG & UKG 

08.06.2020  Pre - Nursery 

 

 

Firstly it was a great moment in our 

life for having been selected for the 

best parent from the secondary wing  

- Subrahmanya Prasad Simha A of 

Grade X. Also I take this 

opportunity to appreciate the 

management and staff for their 

dedication and innovations towards 

children’s, in not only developing 

the curricular and co – curricular 

activities but also have put a hard 
 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 Sri Vidyalakshmi International Public School  

    Pre – Nursery to Grade X (Affiliated to CBSE Board ) 

 Sri Vidyalakshmi PU College (Science & Commerce) 
 

ADMISSION OPEN : 2020-21 
 


